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TENSOR PRODUCTS FOR SL(2, it)
BY

ROBERT P. MARTIN1

Abstract. Let G be SL(2, k) where k is a locally compact, nondiscrete,

totally disconnected topological field whose residual characteristic is not 2,

ir„ be a principal series representation of G, and it g G be arbitrary. We
determine the decomposition of ira ® ir into irreducibles by reducing this

problem to decomposing the restriction of each T e G to a minimal

parabolic subgroup B of G and decomposing certain tensor products of

irreducibles of B.

Let G = SL(2, k) be the group of two by two matrices of determinant one

over a locally compact, nondiscrete, totally disconnected topological field k

whose residual characteristic is not 2. If

and a is a (unitary) character of 5, i.e., a character on

then the family of representations [tt0 = lndBo: o E C) is called the prin-

cipal series of representations of G. The purpose of this paper is to determine

the decomposition of tt0 ® tt into irreducibles where ir0 is a principal series

representation and tt G G is arbitrary.

In § 1 we summarize the results concerning the structure and representation

theory of G that we shall use in the rest of the paper. Most of these results are

well known. We refer to [2] for a more detailed treatment.

In §2, after using the Mackey theory to determine the representation theory

of 5, we decompose the restriction of each tt EG to 5. This then, in

combination with the Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem, allows us to decom-

pose Ind^T for all T G 5.

In §3 we use Mackey's tensor product theorem to show how tt„ ® tt is
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determined from our knowledge of Ind^F, F £ B. In all cases it is shown

that ira® TT decomposes into two pieces, Tc and Td, where Tc is a continuous

direct sum with respect to Plancherel measure on G of representations from

the principal series of G and Td is a discrete direct sum of representations

from the discrete series of G and possibly the special representation of G. The

multiplicity of a given representation occurring in ttc ® tt is either 4, 2, or 1.

These multiplicities vary not only as tt0 and tt vary but also according to

whether — 1 is a square in k* or not. For a specific choice of k, ir0, and tt,

tt0 ® tt depends only upon the restrictions of tt„ and tt to the center of G,

M={±e).

The techniques developed in this paper apply also to the groups SL(2, Q

and SL(2, R) and so we are able to decompose tt„ ® tt for these groups as

well. We summarize the main results concerning this decomposition in §4 of

this paper as well as indicate to what extent we have given new proofs of

results previously obtained by G. Mackey in [4], L. Pukanszky in [6], F.

Williams in [11], J. Repka in [7], and R. Martin in [5].

Throughout this paper we shall use freely Mackey's tensor product theo-

rem, Mackey's subgroup theorem, and the Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem.

We refer to [5] or [1], [3], and [4] for the statements of these theorems.

1. Preliminaries. Let k be a locally compact, totally disconnected, nondis-

crete topological field, k+ the additive group, k* the multiplicative group, 0

the ring of integers in k, ty the maximal ideal in 0, t a generator of ty, and

% = © — €P the group of units in 0. 0 /$ is a finite field with q elements, q

a prime power, and if we let e denote a primitive (q — l)st root of unity in %,

then {0, 1, e,..., eq~2) is a complete set of coset representatives for 0 /^P.

We shall assume throughout this paper that q is odd. In this case, the set

E = {1, t, e, er) is a complete set of coset representatives for k*/(k*)2 and

so, up to isomorphism, any quadratic extension of k can be expressed in the

form Va = k(Va ),aEE' = {t, e, et}. Let dx denote Haar measure on k+,

normalized so that 0 has measure 1. The equations d(ax) = \a\dx, a E k*,

|0| = 0 determine a valuation on k for which |t| = q~x, 0 = {x: \x\ < 1},

and öp = {x:\x\< \).
For any nontrivial character x on k+ and zz E k+, we let Xu(x) = X(ux)-

The mapping zz h» Xu is a topological isomorphism of k+ onto k+ and so we

may idenitfy k+ with íc+. For/ E L\k+), the (additive) Fourier transform is

(Pf)(u) = fj(x)x(ux)dx.
The set %,, = {x £ %: |1 - x\ < 1} is a compact subgroup of k* and

every element of k* can be expressed as x = rVa where n £ Z, 0 < i < q

- 2, a E %. Thus k*œZ X Zq_x X % and k* « F X Zq_x X % where

T is isomorphic to the unit circle in the complex plane. It follows that every

character a E k* has the form a(x) = \x\iaa*(x) where ir/ln q < a < 7r/ln a
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and o* is a character on % = Zq_x X %,. Thus we may view k* as the

product of the usual Haar measure on the circle and a discrete measure.

If a E E', we denote by ka, the set of elements in k* of the form x2 — ay2,

x,y E k*. For each a E E' we have (A:*)2 c ka. c k*, [ka.: (k*)2] = [k*:

ka.] = 2, and ka,/(k*)2 c k*/(k*)2. We shall need more explicit knowledge

of ka, later, so let 0„ = [c2a: c E k*) for a E E. Then k* = 0, U 0T U 0e

U 0CT and since e G kt.,ke. = Qx u 0e. If -1 is a square in k*, then

-t £ 6, n ^ and kT. = 0, u 0T, £„. = 0, U 0„. If -1 is not a square in

k*, then -1 == x2 - ex2, xx, x2 E 0 /9 implies jc, ¥= 0 =£ x2 and so — 1 G

kt.. Thus -1 G 0e, -t G 0„v -«■ G 0T, A:T. = 0, U ©„, and k„. = 0, U
0T. We obtain 3 characters in k* given by

. .       Il,        x E ka,,

SgIlaW~\-l,    xEk*-ka„aEE'.

Let G = SL(2, A:) be the group of two by two matrices of determinant one

over k and let

His .°-H4 Hü ?H4 "^
^■f(o   i):nEk}  and ^={±e)

be the center of G. Other than the unit representation, 7, the following is a

complete list of all the irreducible unitary representations in G.

1. The irreducible principal series 9. The principal series of representations

of G is the family {7ra = Ind|a': o E C) where o'(cv) = o(c). These repre-

sentations are all irreducible except in the cases aa = sgna, a G E', in which

cases Indfa,, decomposes as a direct sum of two irreducible representations

which we shall denote by «•*. It is known that tt„ =* 7r0, iff a' = o or o~x.

Each 7T„ may be realized on L (k+) by

*.{gMx)-°{bx + d)\bx + d\--f(f££)   whereg = (^    *).

By using the Fourier transform F, we obtain the x-reahzation for the

representations of the principal series acting on L2(íc+) = L2(k+). When

b = 0 these representations have the following form

»„(*)/(*) = aOOMxW/O/2*).
Letting A7 operate onCbye-a = a, -e?-a = a-1 and letting 5 = C/A7, we

then have that 9 = {tt0: o G S, (o)2 =£ 1).

2. 771^ reducible principal series 9u. These are the irreducible representations

arising as summands of the reducible principal series representations. So

& = {tt* : a E E'). tt+ acts on the subspace 77a+ of L2(k+) of functions/(w)
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for which/(zz) = 0 when sgna« = — 1 while ir~ acts on the subspace H~ of

functions for which/(zz) = 0 when sgnaw = 1.

3. The complementary series G. The complementary series is the collection

6 = {F,:0<í<1}. Each Ts may be realized in the space of functions/(x)

on k for which

(/,/) - / |*fV(*)r> < oo.

When b = 0, the action is given by

Ts(g)f(x)=\df*+Xx(dcx)f(d2x).

4. 77ze special representation F0. The special representation acts in the space

of functions f(x) for which (/,/) = fk\x\~x\f(x)\2dx < oo. When b = 0, the
action is given by

T0(g)f(x)=X(dcx)f(d2x).

5. The discrete series Gd. To each of the 3 quadratic extensions of k is

associated a family of irreducible unitary representations called discrete series

representations. If Va = k(Va ) is a quadratic extension of k, Ca = {z = x

+ Va y: x2 — ay2 = 1} is the unit circle in Va, $ E Ca, and we also denote

by i|/ any extension of uV to a character on Va, then one obtains a (reducible)

unitary representation T(\p, a) acting in the space L2(k+). When b = 0, the

action is given by

Tty, a)(g)f(x) = s^a(d)^(d)\d\X(dcx)f(d2x).

T(ip, a) splits into the direct sum of 2 inequivalent representations T+(\p, a)

and T~(\p, a) where T+(\p, a) acts on the space //a+ [as in (2)] and T~(\l>, a)

acts on the space H~. If \pa denotes the unique character on Ca of order two

and »i/ E C„ - {\¡/a), then these representations are irreducible. However,

contrary to the claims in [2] (see [9] and [10]), T+(\¡>a, a) and T~(\pa, a) each

split into the direct sum of 2 inequivalent irreducibles, T¡+(\pa, a), T¡~(\(/a, a),

i = 1, 2. The set {Tftya, a)) is, up to unitary equivalence, independent of

the choice of Va and so we shall denote these representations by 7}*, i = 1, 2.

It is known that F+(i//, a) a* F+(f, a) (or T~W, a) « T~($, a)) iff i//' = ifV

or i//-1, F+(u\ a) * F~(uV, a) for any u\ uV, and if a ^ /3, i//2 i- 1, WO2 * 1»

then T±(^, a) and F±(^', ß) are inequivalent. If for a E F/ we let M

operate on Ca by e • «// = u\ - e • »// = \¡/~x and let £„ = CjM, we then have

that Gd = {Tf: i = 1, 2} y {F*«/, a):,/, E 5a, ty)2 + 1, a E £'}.
So we now have that G = <$ U % li G U {T0J l> Gd \J {I). Plancherel

measure pg on G has support $ u ^îL u { F0} u G¿, is a discrete measure on

Gd, and is continuous on $.

2. Restrictions to 5. In this section we compute the restriction of each

tt £ G to the minimal parabolic subgroup B, (if)B. In light of the Mackey-

Anh reciprocity theorem, this will then allow us to determine lnd%T for each

T £ B. First we use the Mackey theory to determine the representation
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The group

is a semidirect product and, after identifying V with V, the action of C on V

is given by c • c = c2o. Thus, in addition to the zero orbit 0O, we have the 4

orbits 0a, a G E. The stability group corresponding to 0O is C while the

stability subgroups corresponding to the 0a, a E E, are all equal to the center

of G, M = {± e). Thus, corresponding to the orbit 0O we get the (1-dimen-

sional) irreducible representations of 5 lifted from the characters of C, i.e.,

the representations o(cv) = o(c), o G C, cv G CV. We shall refer to these

representations as the characters of 5. Corresponding to the 4 nonzero orbits

we obtain 8 infinite-dimensional irreducible representations p* = Indj^w*

Xx»), a E E, where A7 = {w±}^ and x» £ ¿+ is Xa(M) = X(«")- If Pb
denotes Plancherel measure on 5, then pB is a discrete measure whose

support is {p*: a E E).

By Mackey's subgroup theorem we have (p*)c^ Ind^w* and so by the

Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem, (p*)c — Sc*adl>-c(a) where C± = {(iG

C; (°)m = H'±} and % denotes Plancherel measure on C. By arguing as in

[5], we also have that MV and V are regularly related in 5, a Borel

cross-section for the MV: V double cosets in 5 is C/A7 = S, and that for

s E S, V n s~xMVs = V. Thus by Mackey's subgroup theorem

(P.^^ Jf     {"  H-   Xa('-n)}àï(s)°' J    XraMs)

where y denotes any admissible measure on 5. Since any admissible measure

on S will be nonatomic and have support S, we see that, after using the

one-to-one correspondence between S and 0a to transfer y to a nonatomic

measure y on 0a whose support is all of 0a,

/•©
(p«±)kä L Xudy(u).

We now set about to determine (iTa)B for each principal series representa-

tion 7T0. Recall that C « k* and any character o Ek* has the form o(x) =

\x\iso*(x) where - w/ln q < s < ir/ln q and a* G 4l. We shall show that

(^b ** Indc<T and so we must find Ind^o for each o G C. Since we have

already found (5)c for almost all 5 G 5, another application of the Mackey-

Anh reciprocity theorem will give us Ind£o- for almost-all o G C. The desired

result will then follow from our knowledge of Plancherel measure on C

together with the following key theorem showing that inducing from C is

independent of s (in fact inducing from C depends only on (o)M).

Theorem l.Letox = \- \">o* ando2 = \- \is*o*. Then Ind£a, « lnd%o2.
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Proof. Let U¡ = lndBo¡. By Mackey's subgroup theorem we know that

(tt0)cv~ (indga-'^-Ind^o-,.

and so U¡ may be realized on L2(k+) by

U'(ac    d)ñx) = °i(d)\d\x(dcx)f(d2x)>      '-1.2-

Define J: L2(k+)-* L2(k+) by g(x) h> \x\is'/2\x\-¡^2g(x). Then J is an

isometry with the property that

(jUx[ac    0)7-'g)w = (7«71(^    0)g)w   where7-'g=G

= \x\is,/2\x\-iS2/2ox(d)\d\x(dcx)G(d2x)

= \d\-*>\d\iy\%*(d)x(dcx)g(d2x)

= o2(d)\d\X(dcx)g(d2x)

and so Ux =* U2.

Proposition 1. Let ira, o EC, be a principal series representation. Then

2  0Pa+     if(o)M=w+,

Mb- I   ^,
2 0p-  »y(a)w = w-.

Proof. It is easy to see that Ind^a ä Ind^o'-1 — Ind^o- and so

tt0 oe IndçNo. Thus, since CVN has a complement of measure 0 in G, we

have from Mackey's subgroup theorem that

(O*« (lndg„o-)B-Ind*o-.

Since (Pa)c « fç±odpc(o) and {p*} is «¿-almost all of 5, the conclusion of

this proposition is valid for almost every o E Cby the Mackey-Anh reciproc-
A

ity theorem. In light of Plancherel measure on C and Theorem 1, the

proposition holds for every o G C.

We now use Proposition 1 to obtain explicit realizations of the p*. This in

turn will allow us to determine (tt)b for the remaining irreducible representa-

tions of G. So let L2(0„) denote the subspace of functions in L2(k+) which

vanish off 0O, a G E. Then

L2(*+)= S 0L2(0a)

and the L2(0„) are closed invariant subspaces under (tt0)b for each o E C.
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Let tt" denote (tt„)b acting on L2(0„). Then by repeating the argument of [2,

p. 164] we see that each tt" is irreducible and that by repeating the proof of

[2, p. 197], < * tt$ for a¥= ß. Now notice that for g = ([%

<(g)f(») = xM/(«) - Xu(v)f(u),       u £ 0a,

and so (tt")v is a direct integral with respect to the restriction of Haar

measure on k+ to 0„ of the characters x,,, ¡z £ 0a. Thus

I Pa"       ti(°)M = W~-

We now use the above realizations of the p* to find the (tt)b for tt E Gd.

Let \¡i £ Ca and T(\p, a) be the corresponding unitary representation (as

described in §1). Since a'(-) = sgna(-)'r'(') is a multiplicative character on &*,

we have that (T(ip, a))B « (tv)b- The latter, of course, will be either

2ae£ © P„+ or 2„e£ © p~ according to whether (a1),^ = w+ or not.

Proposition 2.If\¡/E Cc, then

p,+ ©Pe+    if(*)M=w+,

pr®Pe~      'f(^)M=W~,

P:®P: ift4>)M-w+,

PT-©Per"       if(4>)M=W~-

(T+ (*. e))B -

(r-(,M)),«

Proof. This follows immediately by looking at the realizations of the

F±(^, e) given in §1, the realizations of the p* given above, and the facts that

kc. = 0, u 0, and (sgn£)M = w+.

Proposition 3. Let {a, a') = {t, er) andip E Ctt. Then

(i) i/-lE (k*)2, then Jfca. = 0, U 0a and

px+®P;    if(t)M = w+,

Pl~®Pâ        'f(t)M=W~>

if(4>)M = "+>

pt~®p¿ if wo* - w~>
wAzTè

(ii) z/ -1 £ (£*)2, //zezz ¿0. = 0, u 0a- and

(F+(*,«))„«  ipr®P-7 '^)«-W+'
1      Wa"*      lp,+ ©pat z/(^=w-,

f-r-//    tt        /ft" ©P." '/Of')*-"'*.
Ip. ©p« */w)ji# — w •
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(sgnT)A/=

Proof. This is again immediate once one sees that for — 1 G (k*)2, (sgna)M

- w+ while for -1 G (k*)2, (sgnj^ = w~.

Proposition 4. (tt*)b * (T±(^, a))Bfor (4>)M = w+ andaE E'.

Proof. This follows easily from the facts that (oe)M = w+ while for

a G {t, £t}, (oa)M - w+ if -1 G (A;*)2 and (oa)M = W if - 1 £ (A:*)2.

Proposition 5. (i) 7/ -1 G (A;*)2, f/ttvi

(7-+ e t2+ © r,- e t2 )b « Pt- e Pe- e Pt- e P-.

(li) If-I $(k*)2, then

(r,+ e 77 e 77 e r2- )B « Pl+ e Pt+ © Pt+ © p*.

Proof. Let a = t and t/»T be the unique character of order 2 on CT. Then

(Wm = w" while

w+   if-lG(A:*)2,

w-   iî-l&(k*)\

and so the proposition follows.

Proposition 5 shows that the four discrete series representations 2J* are

completely determined by their restrictions to 5. So, rather than turn to

realizations of these representations (which we have not given) to find each

(Tj^B' we simply adopt the following conventions. If —1 G (A:*)2, we let

Tx+, T2, Tx , T2 denote the discrete series representations whose restrictions

to 5 are px~, p~, p~, p~ respectively. If -1 g (A;*)2, we let Tx+, T2+, Tx~, T2

denote the discrete series representations whose restrictions to 5 are p,+, pe+,

p£, and pT+ respectively. From now on we assume that the T* are the above

representations.

Proposition 6. If T0 denotes the special representation, then

m),« 2 ep„+.
aeE

Proof. (T¿)b acts on 77 = L2(A:+, dx/\x\) by

TÁac    ¡})/(«0 " X(*«)/(<rtO.

If we define 7: L2(k+, dx)->H byf(x) h» |*|I/2/(->c), then 7 is an isometry

with the additional property that

(Mc    d)I~lf)(x)~=\x\l/2<d)\d\x(dcx)F(d2x),   where.I~xf=F

= \x\1/2o(d)\d\x(dcx)\d\-1\x\-'"f(d2x)

= o(d)X(dcx)f(d2x).
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Thus we see that

(T0)B~ (»,)B«   2 ©Pa+-
a££

Proposition 1. If Ts is in the complementary series of G, then for each

0<s<\,(Ts)B~ 2ae£©Pa+.

Proof. Same as the proof of Proposition 6 using I: f(x) h» |x|î,/2/(.k).

The following theorem is now an immediate consequence of Propositions

1-7 and the Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem.

Theorem 2. Let

<3>±={tt0E<3>: (a)M = w*},      T* = j^dpG(Tr),

T* = F0©2©{tt E Gd: Pa+ <(tt)b),

and

T-=2®{TTEGd:P¿ <(tt)b).

Then Indgp* « T* © T*.

Remarks. (1) We now know Ind^F for each F £ B since we have already

noted that when one induces the characters of B up to G one gets the

principal series of G.

(2) We have taken the liberty of not including the reducible principal series

representations in 7^* since they constitute a set of uG-measure 0 in G.

3. Decomposing Tra ® it. Let tt0 be a principal series representation and

tt EG. Then

TTa ® tt « \ndGBa ® Indgfl-

and we may apply Mackey's tensor product theorem to conclude

ir,®f« \ndGB{a®(Tr)B}.

Lemma. Let abe a character on B and P* be one of the 8 infinite-dimensional

representations of B. Then

[Pa        'f(°)M=W   •

Proof. By another application of Mackey's tensor product theorem we

have

a®o*~ Indfa ® Ind'^w* Xx,)« Ind£„ {(«,)„** X x,}

and the lemma follows.

We shall use the following notation throughout the remainder of this
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section:

•©

9±={^G9:(0)A/=iv±},   T* = f9jdpG(TT),

S* - {* G Sa: ty)2 ¥> 1 and (*)„ = w± },

Z>*(r+,«)-   2   ®T+(t,a),
tes*

and

D±(T~,a)=   2   ©r-GM),       «££'.

We shall state the following theorems for the case — 1 G (A:*)2 and later

indicate the changes needed for the case — 1 G (A:*)2.

Theorem 3. Let TTa and Try be two principal series representations of G. Then

if — 1 G (A:*)2, we have

4rc+ffi47o©2 2   ©{77 + (7,+,a)©7J> + (r-,a)}

TT0®TTy**   \

if(°y)M - w+,

4Tc-©2 2   ®{D-(T+,a)®D-(T-,a))
«Ei'

© 2  ©(7T©7r)   if(oy)M=w-.

Proof. For tt = iry we have

a ® (tt)b -

M w-,2 ©Pa+    if (ay)

2 ©Pa"   if(ay)ji/ = H'"
o€£

and

TTa®TT~lndGB{o®(TT)B}~   2 ©Indgp*.
oE£

So Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. 7>f tt be the special representation T0 or a complementary series

representation Ts. Then TTg® tt =* tt0® ttx where ttx is the principal series

representation corresponding to the trivial representation 1 G C.

Proof. Immediate since (tt)b ™ (tt\)b-

Theorem 5. Let jr.- T±(^, e) with $ E Ct and -1 G (A-*)2. Then
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2FC+ ©2F0©2Z) + (F±,e)

®^{D + (T+,a)®D + (T-,a)}   if(a) „(*) M = w+,
T,£T

2FC- © 2D - (T±, e) © Tf © T?

®2{D-(T+,a)®D-(T-,a)}   if(o)M(^M = w~.
T, er

Proof. Theorem 5 follows directly from the facts that if tt — T+(\}/, e),

then TTa®7T is equivalent to either Ind|{p,+©pe+} or Indf {p,~ © p~)

according to whether (a)M(\p)M = w+ or w~ while if it = T~(\p, e), tt0 ® tt is

equivalent to either Ind£pT+ © P* or Ind¿p~ © p ~ according to whether

(^)m(4')m = w+otw~-

The following theorems are proven similarly.

Theorem 6. Let it = F±(i//, a) for ipECa,aE {t, et}, and let -1 E

(k*)2. Then

2TC+ ©2F0©2/)+(F±,a)

©   2   (Z) + (F+,f?)©Z) + (F-,Ô)}
e-e,a'

2Fc-©2/)-(F±,a)ffi   2   {Z)-(F+,f9)©i)-(F-,f7)}
0 = e,a'

®J     if(°)M(ÏÏM=W~>

where J is F,+ © Tx~ for T+($, t), F2+ © F2_ for F_(^, t), F,+ © T2  for

F+(i//, er), a«c/ F2+ © r,~ /or F-(uV, er).

Theorem 1. Letir = F,+ azzc/ -1 £ (k*f. Then

T' © D - (F+, £)©/)- (F+, t) © /) - (F+, er) © F,+

'/(<0a/ = m,+>

Fc+© F0©í>+(F+,£)©Z) + (F+,t)©Z>+(F+,£t)

,/(°)a/ = m'"-

Theorem Z.Letir = T2+ and -1 E (A:*)2. 77k?«

Fc- © F2+ ©Z?-(F+,£)©Z)-(F-,T)©Z)-(F-,eT)

If Mm - w + >

Tc+ © F0©/)+(F+, £)©Z/ + (F-,t)©Z) + (F-, er)

'/(°)a/ = m;_-

7Ta ®TT
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Theorem 9. Let tt = Tx~ and -1 G (A:*)2. 77îêtî

ÎT, ® TT =*

rc" © Tf © D~(T-, e) ®D~(T+, t) © D~ (T~, er)

7c+ffi r0©7) + (r-,e)©7) + (r+,T)ffi7) + (7'-,eT)

i/(°)a/ = m'"-

Theorem 10. Let tt = T2 and -1 G (A;*)2. 77je«

TT„ ® 17 «

rc-© r2- ©7>-(r-,£)©7)-(r-,T)©7)-(r+,eT)

'/(ct)m = w+»

Tc+ © T0 © 7)+ (T-, e) © 7J>+ (T", t) © D + (T+, er)

,/(°)m=w"-

Theorem 11. (tt¿)b * (r*«>, a))B w/We ty)M = w+.

Remark. For — 1 £ (A:*)2, the following changes must be made in the

above theorems: as noted previously, we take Tx+, T2 , Tf, T2, to be those

discrete series representations whose restrictions to 5 are px, pe+, p£, pT+

respectively; for a = t, er we define

Sa± = {4>ESa:(t)2*l,(tfM = w*y,

place the representations T* (whenever they occur) in the same decomposi-

tion as Tc+ (instead of T~); and interchange the phrases "if (o)M(4>)M =

w+" and "if (o-)MW0M = w~" in Theorems 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

4. Some comments on SL(2, C) and SL(2, R). The techniques developed in

this paper apply also to the groups SL(2, C) and SL(2, R). As the proofs are

easy modifications of those in §§2 and 3, we shall simply summarize the

major results.

A. G = SL(2, Q. In this case C = C* acts on V = C [c • v - c2v] in one

nonzero orbit. Since the stability subgroup of a point, say 1, in the nonzero

orbit is also M = {± e), we see that that there are just 2 infinite-dimensional

representations in 5, viz., p* = lndBiV(w± X Xi)- C = [o(n, s): n G Z, s G

R} where o(n, s)(z) = (z/|z|)"|2|" and there are no characters of order 2. If n

is even, then (o(n, s))M = w+ while if n is odd, (o(n, s))M = w~. If 7ro((Iji) =

Tr(n, s) is a principal series representation, then

,       . v-, fp+ lf/tl
(n-(«, i))   «  {    _    .,    .

B       [ p      if «i

is even,

is odd.

If T, is a complementary series representation, then (TS)B =* (ir(0, 0))B. So

G = 9 U G U {7} where 9 = {7r(n, 5): « = 0 and 5 > 0 or n G N and

s G R} and 6 = [Ts: 0 < s < 1}. Letting 9+ = {tt(/i, î) G 9: « is even},
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<$- - {tr(n, s) E <$ : n is odd}, and T* = f$±TrdpG(<ïï), we have:

Theorem. Let G = SL(2, C), tt(/z, s) and ir(m, t) be two principal series

representations of G, and Tu, 0 < zz < 1, be a complementary series representa-

tion of G. Then

,... ano/      -,       í F.+    if n, m are both even or both odd,
(0       Tr(n, s) ® ir(m, /)■•{'..

v     '       v      '      \ Fc      otherwise,

(ii) tt(«, 5) ® F„ ~ tt(«, j) ® tt(0, 0).

Case (i) was first proven by Mackey [4] and later by Williams [11] and

Martin [5].

B. G = SL(2, R). In this case C = R* acts on V = R in two nonzero orbits

and so there are 4 infinite-dimensional representations in B, pf, =

Indj^Ov* X x±i). C = {a(h, s): h = 0, 1, s E R) where a(h, s)(x) -

(x/|x|)A|.x|". The character o(l, 0) is the only character of order 2 and

(a(0, s))M = w+ while (a(l, s))M = w~. If Tr(h, s) is a principal series repre-

sentation of G, then

i (u   \\        /Pi+®P-i   'üh = 0>

If Tu, 0 < u < 1, is a complementary series representation, then (TU)B =*

(17(0, 0))B. If D„,nE {±1, ± 3/2,... }, is a discrete series representation of

G, then (D„)B is equivalent to p,+ for « = 1,2,... ,p±x for n = — 1,

—2,..., pf for « = 3/2,.... and pi, for n = —3/2.Letting tt(\, 0)

= Z>,/2 © D_Xj2, we have (Dl/2)B «* Px while (Z)_1/2)j3 =¡ pi,. So G = 9

U & U 6 U Gd U {/} where <$ = {ir(h, i):i>0if/z = 0ands>0if

h = 1}, SI = {/>,/2, Z>_,/2}, G = {Tu: 0 < zz < 1), and Gd = {Dn: n =
± 1, ± 3/2,... }. Letting <$+ - {tt(0, s): s > 0), 9~ = {tt(\, s): s > 0),

F/ = fP-TTdpeW, I+ « {1, 2, . . . }, /" - {-1, - 2, . . . }, J+ -
{3/2,... } and F   = {—3/2,... } we have

Theorem. Let G be SL(2, R), ttQi, s), ir(m, i) be two principal series repre-

sentations of G and Tu be a complementary series representation of G. Then

(0

Tr(h, s) ® tt(m, i) e*

2 Tc+ ©   2    © Dn    ifh and m are both 0 or both 1,

2FC- ©    2    @Dn    otherwise,
J + uJ-

(Ü) 7t(/z, S) ® Tu =*TT(h, S) ® 77(0, 0),
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(iii) tt(0, s) ® D„ »  J

rc+©2©7)(- (f«G7+,

rc+©2©A ifnei-,
/-

rc-©2©A //-«G7+u{i/2},

re-©2©A   ifnEJ-U {-1/2},

(iv) »(1, î) ® 7>„ «

rc-©2©A   î/"»£7+,
y +

7;-©2©A    ifnET,
j-

rf+©2©A   ///2G7+u{i/2},

TC+©2©A    ifnEJ-U {-1/2}.
/-

One may find the above decompositions, as well as all the other possible

cases for the group SL(2, R), in Repka [7]. The cases (i) and (ii) were first

obtained by Pukanszky in [6]. A proof of (i) may also be found in [5].
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